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Where can new resident, 
Jiraporn go to improve her 
English, meet with friends, 
access childcare and learn 
social media all while developing 
a business plan for the clothing 
shop she hopes to open later 
this year? The answer lies within 
a small cottage in Sydney’s 
multicultural Lakemba, home 
to the newly developed Migrant 
Women’s Microbusiness 
7YVNYHT��7YLZLU[LK�MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�
time this year as a partnership 
between Sydney Community 
College and the Canterbury City 
Community Centre, the program 
is paving new ground in adult 
learning for women.

The core program consists of nine 
months of weekly one-day classes 
HUK�KLSP]LYZ�H�*LY[PÄJH[L�000�PU�
Micro Business Operations. 

0U�HKKP[PVU�[V�JV\YZL^VYR��[OL�
program provides individual 
mentoring; numeracy and literacy 
support; and childcare in the very 
next room. “For some it is their 
ÄYZ[�JOPSKJHYL�L_WLYPLUJL��0[»Z�UPJL�
[OH[�[OL`»YL�VUS`�H�YVVT�H^H`�¹�
ZH`Z�;VU`H�*VVR�7LKLYZLU��^OV�
oversees the program with a 
ZWLJPÄJ�MVJ\Z�VU�[OL�TLU[VYPUN�

JVTWVULU[��¸0[�^HZ�H�JVUKP[PVU�VM�
the DEC funding that the program  
VɈLYLK�7H[O^H`�7SHUUPUN�HUK�
support strategies and was not 
Q\Z[�H�JV\YZL�¹�

¸0�JHTL�MYVT�;OHPSHUK�HIV\[�[^V�
`LHYZ�HNV�¹�ZH`Z�Z[\KLU[�1PYHWVYU�
;LTP`H[HUHWVUN��¸0�^V\SK�SPRL�
to open a high fashion and 
JOPSKYLU»Z�JSV[OPUN�ZOVW�JHSSLK�
Miss Woof. The name comes 
MYVT�T`�O\ZIHUK»Z�KHSTH[PHU�
KVN��0�PTWVY[�NVVK�X\HSP[`�
JSV[OPUN�MYVT�;OHPSHUK�¹

Tonya worked with Kate Maclean 

MYVT�[OL�*HU[LI\Y`�*P[`�
Community Centre to recruit the 
eighteen participants through 
ÅPLYZ�HUK�HK]LY[PZLTLU[Z�PU�SVJHS�
papers. “We wanted people 
^P[O�H�JVUJYL[L�I\ZPULZZ�PKLH�
and they had to have 2 on the 
English Language and Numeracy 
ZJHSL�[V�M\UJ[PVU�PU�H�*LY[�000�
LU]PYVUTLU[�¹�;VU`H�L_WSHPUZ��
“We held an info session and 
MVY�[OVZL�^OV�^LYL�PU[LYLZ[LK��
we did an English language 
HZZLZZTLU[�[OLU�HUK�[OLYL�¹

;VU`H�ILSPL]LZ�[OL�YLSH_LK�
ZL[[PUN�NV[�[OL�WYVNYHT�VɈ�[V�
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/HWW`�(K\S[�3LHYULYZ»�>LLR�
2012. By the time you read this 
(K\S[�3LHYULYZ»�>LLR�^PSS�IL�V]LY�
I\[�HZ�0»T�^YP[PUN�P[»Z�[OL�KH`�
ILMVYL�P[�ILNPUZ�HUK�0�HT�WSHU-
ning a day of talking to radio and 
newspaper journalists tomorrow. 
There are two experiences that 
Z[HUK�V\[�PU�T`�TPUK�HIV\[�[OPZ�
`LHY»Z�(3>�

;OL�ÄYZ[�PZ�ILPUN�\WZ[HNLK�VU�
YHKPV�I`����`LHY�VSK�)HYIHYH�
>PU[LY��)HYIHYH�PZ�H�WHY[PJPWHU[�PU�
[OL�)YVHKIHUK�MVY�:LUPVYZ�WYV-
gram. She is the only person in 
her family who lives in Australia 
and she lives in regional Queens-
land. The internet has opened up 
a world of connections and infor-
TH[PVU�[OH[�RLLW�OLY�^LSS��HISL�
to access services and socially 
connected. The Federal Govern-
TLU[»Z�TVKLZ[�PU]LZ[TLU[�PU�
)HYIHYH»Z�SLHYUPUN�OHZ�WYV]PKLK�H�
ZPNUPÄJHU[�YL[\YU�PU�V[OLY�ZLY]PJL�
provision areas.

;OL�JVUULJ[PVU�IL[^LLU�JVTT\-
UP[`�IHZLK�SPMLSVUN�SLHYUPUN�HUK�
WHY[PJPWH[PVU�PU�[OL�SHIV\Y�THYRL[��
particularly for disadvantaged 
(\Z[YHSPHUZ�PZ�^LSS�LZ[HISPZOLK�
HUK�YLJVNUPZLK�PU�IV[O�WVSPJ`�
HUK�M\UKPUN�I`�Z[H[L�HUK�MLKLYHS�
governments. The relationship 
IL[^LLU�SPMLSVUN�SLHYUPUN�HUK�
^LSSILPUN��UV[�ZV�T\JO��;OPZ�YL-
THPUZ�VUL�VM�(3(»Z�IPNNLZ[�WVSPJ`�
JOHSSLUNLZ��(�YLJLU[S`�W\ISPZOLK�
<2�Z[\K`��-\QP^HYH��+���=HS\-
PUN�[OL�PTWHJ[�VM�HK\S[�SLHYUPUN��
50(*,��ZOV^Z�[OH[�����VM�[OL�
return on investment in adult edu-
JH[PVU�PZ�YLSH[LK�[V�ºIL[[LY�ZVJPHS�
YLSH[PVUZOPWZ»"�����[V�ºPTWYV]L-
TLU[Z�PU�OLHS[O»�HUK�����[V�ºH�
greater likelihood that people will 
]VS\U[LLY�VU�H�YLN\SHY�IHZPZ»�

7\[�ZPTWS`��SPMLSVUN�SLHYUPUN�RLLWZ�
`V\�^LSS��JVUULJ[LK�HUK�HISL�[V�
manage your own life.  The eco-
UVTPJ�HUK�LTWSV`TLU[�ILULÄ[Z�
VM�H�^LSS��JVUULJ[LK�HUK�ZLSM�

THUHNPUN�WVW\SH[PVU�HYL�VI]P-
V\Z�I\[�PUKPYLJ[��3PMLSVUN�SLHYUPUN�
(particularly for non-working peo-
WSL��JVTWL[LZ�^P[O�HJ[P]P[PLZ�[OH[�
HWWLHY�MYVT�[OL�V\[ZPKL�[V�IL�
TVYL�KPYLJ[S`�YLSH[LK�[V�[OL�SHIV\Y�
THYRL[��I\[�^OPJO�VM[LU�KVU»[�HK-
dress the longer term underlying 
IHYYPLYZ�[V�ZVJPHS�HUK�LJVUVTPJ�
inclusion. 

What we see too often in Aus-
tralia is an analysis of education 
ZWLUKPUN�^OPJO�HZRZ�[OL�X\LZ[PVU�
“how close is this activity to a skill 
[OH[�PZ�PU�ZOVY[HNL�PU�[OL�SHIV\Y�
THYRL[&¹�YH[OLY�[OHU�¸OV^�KVLZ�
[OPZ�HJ[P]P[`�JVU[YPI\[L�[V�H�^LSS��
connected and self managing 
WVW\SH[PVU&¹�HUK�M\Y[OLY�¸^OH[�PZ�
[OL�TVZ[�LX\P[HISL�^H`�[V�KPZ[YPI-
ute resources to ensure that all 
(\Z[YHSPHUZ�JHU�ILULÄ[&¹

The second experience that 
stands out for me this Adult 
3LHYULYZ»�>LLR�PZ�HU�LTHPS�^L�
YLJLP]LK�H[�[OL�ILNPUUPUN�VM�[OL�
week from our colleagues at 
7LVWSL»Z�0UP[PH[P]L�MVY�3LHYUPUN�
and Community Development 
�703*+���7OPSPWWPULZ��3HZ[�`LHY�0�
had the opportunity to meet some 
VM�[OL�Z[HɈ�VM�703*+��;OL`�HYL�
amazing advocates and activists 
for adult learning. 
 
More than one million people in 
several cities in the Philippines 

Message from the CEO
OH]L�ILLU�IH[[SPUN�KLHKS`�ÅVVKZ�
amid relentless monsoon rains 
ZPUJL�LHYS`�(\N\Z[�HUK�703*+»Z�
3LHYUPUN�*LU[LY��^OLYL�HS[LY-
native learning programs were 
held for out-of-school youth and 
HK\S[Z��^HZ�PU\UKH[LK�^P[O�T\K�
HUK�^H[LY�JH\ZLK�I`�H�SHUKZSPKL�
YLZ\S[PUN�PU�JVUZPKLYHISL�SVZZ�
VM�]HS\HISL�LX\PWTLU[��SLHYUPUN�
TH[LYPHSZ��HUK�TVK\SLZ��4VZ[�
VM�[OL�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�TH[LYPHSZ�
KHTHNLK�^LYL�HJX\PYLK�[OYV\NO�
OHYK�[V�ÄUK�M\UKZ��HUK�[OL�YL-
source materials lost were im-
WVY[HU[�[VVSZ�YLÅLJ[PUN�V\[JVTLZ�
and learnings from recently-held 
workshops and meetings. Over 
100 learners living in remote ar-
LHZ�PU�5VY[OLYU�3\aVU�ILULÄ[LK�
MYVT�[OL�JLU[LY��HU�PTWVY[HU[�O\I�
MVY�703*+»Z�^VYR�^OLYL�[OL`�LU-
NHNLK�JSVZLS`�^P[O�WHY[ULYZ��HUK�
^OPJO�PZ�UV^�\U\ZHISL�K\L�[V�[OL�
ZL]LYL�ÅVVKPUN��

0�[OHUR�V\Y�JVSSLHN\LZ�MVY�[OL�SLZ-
ZVU�PU�¸WLYZWLJ[P]L¹�HUK�LUJV\Y-
HNL�`V\�[V�JLSLIYH[L�[OPZ�`LHYZ�
(3>�I`�OLSWPUN�[OLT�YLI\PSK�
their centre. 

+VUH[PVUZ�JHU�IL�VɈLYLK�I`!
 
���*OLX\LZ�THKL�[V�º703*+»�HUK�
THPSLK�[V�����-YPLUKS`�/VTLZ�
:\IKP]PZPVU��)70�*VTWV\UK��
.\PZHK��)HN\PV�*P[`��������7OPS-
PWWPULZ"�VY�I`

2. Bank transfers to the  
following account: 
(JJV\U[�UHTL!�7LVWSL»Z�0UP[PH-
tive for Learning and Community 
+L]LSVWTLU[��703*+�
(JJV\U[�UV!������������� 
Name of Bank: East West Bank - 
Baguio Branch
(KKYLZZ!����(IHUHV�:[���)HN\PV�
JP[`��7OPSPWWPULZ
Swift code: EWBCPHMM

:HSS`�;OVTWZVU��
*,6��(3(
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H�NVVK�Z[HY["�¸6U�V\Y�ÄYZ[�KH`�H�
lot of women were accompanied 
I`�[OLPY�O\ZIHUKZ�HUK�JVTPUN�[V�
a local cottage rather than going 
[V�H�IPN�JLU[YL�MHY�H^H`�YLHSS`�
OLSWLK�¹�
;YHPULY��1VHUUH�4H_^LSS�Y\UZ�HSS�

[OL�^LLRS`�ZLZZPVUZ��IYPUNPUN�PU�
specialist teachers for the social 
TLKPH�HUK�ÄUHUJL�JSHZZLZ��;OL�
training covers all aspects of 
I\ZPULZZ�WSHUUPUN��THYRL[PUN��
workplace health and safety 
as well teaching visioning and 
JYLH[P]L�[OPURPUN��1VHUUH»Z�
specialty. “Several students have 
said that the creative thinking had 
opened them up to a real sense of 
WVZZPIPSP[`�¹�ZH`Z�1VHUUH�^OV�Y\UZ�
a creativity and careers training 
I\ZPULZZ��¸(�SV[�VM�[OLT�HYLU»[�
MHTPSPHY�^P[O�X\LZ[PVUPUN�I\[�OH]L�
SV]LK�[OH[�WHY[�VM�[OL�WYVNYHT�¹
The sustained duration of the 
course has allowed friendships 
to develop that are not only 
LUQV`HISL��I\[�LUOHUJL�
SLHYUPUN��¸>OH[»Z�WHSWHISL�PU�
[OL�YVVT�PZ�[OL�ZOHYPUN�IL[^LLU�
^VTLU�¹�ZH`Z�1VHUUH��¸4VZ[�
of my teaching is done through 
discussion as a group so we can 
ZOHYL�PKLHZ�HUK�L_WLYPLUJL�¹
¸0[»Z�]LY`�JVTT\UHS�¹�HNYLLZ�

;VU`H��¸;V�NV�MYVT�[OL�ÄYZ[�JSHZZ�
^OPJO�^HZ�ZPSLU[��[V�ºJV\SK�`V\�
HSS�WSLHZL�ZO\[�\W�»�OHZ�ILLU�
the most important part of the 
JV\YZL�¹

Not all students are new 
migrants. Others include longer-
term migrants and under and 
unemployed women; women who 
are facing a range of challenges 
PU�HJJLZZPUN�HK\S[�LK\JH[PVU��¸0�
LUNPULLYLK�[OH[�ILJH\ZL�0�^HU[LK�
the learning amongst each other. 
+PɈLYLU[�^VTLU�OH]L�Z[LWWLK�
\W�[V�ILJVTL�H�YVSL�TVKLS�PU�[OL�
NYV\W�¹�;VU`H�ZH`Z��

¸>L�HS^H`Z�RUL^�[OLYL»K�IL�H�
large social inclusion component 
[V�[OL�JV\YZL�¹�ZH`Z�1VHUUH��
¸>L�OH]L�H�]LY`�HJ[P]L�-HJLIVVR�
NYV\W�HUK�L]LY`�KH`�[OLYL»SS�IL�
twenty posts asking for opinions 
VU�[OLPY�I\ZPULZZ�UHTL�VY�ZOHYPUN�
H�SPUR��VY�0»SS�W\[�V\[�OVTL^VYR�PU�
JHZL�HU`VUL�TPZZLK�P[�¹�

¸>L»YL�KVPUN�[OL�Z[Y\J[\YLK�

component that gives them a 
*LY[PÄJH[L�000��I\[�T\JO�
VM�[OL�YLHS�ILULÄ[�HUK�
learning comes around 
[OL�LKNLZ�¹�ZH`Z�1VHUUH��
:OL�KLZJYPILZ�H�WHY[PJ\SHY�
Z[\KLU[�^OV»Z�KVPUN�
ÅV^LY�HYYHUNPUN"�¸:OL�
^HU[LK�[V�KV�H�TV[OLY»Z�
KH`�ÅV^LY�Z[HSS�MYVT�OLY�
NHYHNL��I\[�KLJPKLK�P[�
^V\SK�IL�[VV�T\JO�VM�H�

stretch for her. We pitched in as 
a group and helped her deal with 
JV\UJPS�HUK�OLY�ULPNOIV\YZ�HUK�
^VYRLK�V\[�OV^�[V�KV�H�Å`LY��0�
know several of the women came 
VU�[OL�KH`�[V�OLSW�OLY�¹

Many of the women have degrees 
MYVT�[OLPY�JV\U[Y`�VM�VYPNPU�I\[�
OH]L�UV[�ILLU�HISL�[V�\ZL�[OVZL�
KPYLJ[S`��¸>L»]L�NV[�LUNPULLYZ��
IV[HUPZ[Z"�H�^OVSL�YHUNL�VM�
IHJRNYV\UK�KLNYLLZ�¹�1VHUUH�
L_WSHPUZ��¸:VTL�VM�[OLPY�I\ZPULZZ�
ideas have come out of their 
HJHKLTPJ�IHJRNYV\UKZ��I\[�TVZ[�
have come out of their countries 
VM�VYPNPU·J\S[\YHS�JSV[OPUN��MVVK��
PTWVY[PUN�ZWPJLZ��>L»]L�NV[�
someone who was an engineer 
PU�0UKVULZPH�I\[�PZ�UV^�KVPUN�
ÅV^LY�HYYHUNLTLU[Z�HUK�[LHJOPUN�
RUP[[PUN��>L»]L�NV[�:HOHY�MYVT�
Egypt who wants to have a kid-
MYPLUKS`�JVɈLL�ZOVW�^P[O�,N`W[PHU�
Z^LL[�[YLH[Z�¹

Almost all of the women are 
L_WLJ[LK�[V�ÄUPZO��¸(�ML^�^PSS�IL�
happy to just complete. Others 
^PSS�JVU[PU\L�^P[O�[OLPY�I\ZPULZZ�
plan and enter the workforce 
K\YPUN�[OL�JV\YZL�¹�ZH`Z�;VU`H�

)V[O�;VU`H�HUK�1VHUUH�H[[YPI\[L�
[OL�WYVNYHT»Z�Z\JJLZZ�[V�P[Z�
YVI\Z[�Z\WWVY[�Z[YH[LN`"�[OL�
TLU[VYPUN��SHUN\HNL�Z\WWVY[�HUK�
JOPSKJHYL��¸;OL`»YL�TVYL�[OHU�
HKK�VUZ�¹�ZH`Z�1VHUUH��¸6UJL�[OL�
^VTLU�NL[�V]LY�[OH[�ÄYZ[�O\YKSL�
of contacting [English tutor] Anna 
HUK�NL[[PUN�OLSW��P[�NP]LZ�[OLT�[OL�
JVUÄKLUJL�[V�ÄUPZO�[OLPY�^YP[[LU�
assignments. Some of them have 
ILLU�^VYRPUN�^P[O�(UUH�[V�^YP[L�
I\ZPULZZ�SL[[LYZ�VY�

(continued from page 1)

;YHPULY��1VHUUH�4H_^LSS

1PYHWVYU�;LTP`H[HUHWVUN
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prepare a survey for potential 
JSPLU[Z�¹

The mentoring is focused on 
NL[[PUN�H�I\ZPULZZ�[V�HJ[\HSP[`�
as well as supporting their 
learning and keeping on track 
with assessments. “The minimum 
TLU[VYPUN�OV\YZ�PZ����I\[�TVZ[�
^PSS�^LSS�L_JLLK�[OH[�¹�ZH`Z�;VU`H��
¸,]LY`IVK`�OHZ�KPɈLYLU[�NVHSZ�
HUK�ULLKZ�KPɈLYLU[�Z\WWVY[�
Z[YH[LNPLZ�[V�TLL[�[OLT�¹

The program was developed 
in response to real community 
ULLK�MVY�OVTL�IHZLK�I\ZPULZZ�
opportunities for women. “These 
women already understand 
TPJYVI\ZPULZZ�I\[�[OL`�ULLK�[V�
RUV^�OV^�[V�KV�P[�PU�(\Z[YHSPH�¹�
;VU`H�ZH`Z��¸0�^HU[�[V�ZLSS�
JSV[OPUN·OV^�KV�0�KV�P[&�)HJR�
PU�T`�OVTL�JV\U[Y`��`V\»K�Q\Z[�
W\SS�H�[HISL�V\[�HUK�ZL[�\W�VU�
[OL�Z[YLL[�¹

“A lot of these women have not 
^VYRLK�MVY�ZVTL�`LHYZ�ILJH\ZL�
[OL`»]L�ILLU�YHPZPUN�MHTPSPLZ�
here and have done the whole 
TPNYHU[�[OPUN�¹�ZH`Z�1VHUUH��
“Now their needs have changed 
and they want the kind of work 
[OH[�[OL`�JHU�IHSHUJL�^P[O�H�
MHTPS`�¹

)V[O�;VU`H�HUK�1VHUUH�HYL�
contractors with Sydney 
*VTT\UP[`�*VSSLNL��[OL�SLHK�
partner in the project. (Sydney 
Community College has a 
history of running successful 
mentoring programs for 
migrants and won the ALA  
“Adult Learning Program of the 
@LHY¹�H^HYK�MVY�[OLPY�:RPSSLK�
Migrant and Refugee Mentoring 
7YVNYHTZ�PU�������

1VHUUH�Z\ZWLJ[Z�[OH[�[OLYL�PZ�
a need for more of this kind of 
Z\Z[HPULK��Z\WWVY[LK�SLHYUPUN�
[OH[�MHSSZ�IL[^LLU�H�ZOVY[�
course and a formal program; 
¸0�[OPUR�[OPZ�IYPKNLZ�[OL�RUP[[PUN�
JPYJSL�HUK�[OL�;(-,�JV\YZL��P[»Z�
KLSP]LYLK�PU�H�]LY`�ÅL_PISL�\ZLY�
MYPLUKS`�^H`�¹�ZOL�ZH`Z��¸;OLYL»Z�

X\P[L�H�ML^�V[OLY�TPJYVI\ZPULZZ�
JV\YZLZ�I\[�[OL`�[LUK�[V�IL�Y\U�
HZ��¶��^LLR�PU[LUZP]LZ�¹�HNYLLZ�
Tonya. “This is the only one that 
runs over a year with childcare 
HUK�SHUN\HNL�Z\WWVY[�¹�

;OLYL�PZ�KLÄUP[LS`�PU[LYLZ[�
in running the program next 
year if funding is extended. 
¸0[»Z�JLY[HPUS`�ILLU�VUL�VM�[OL�
most joyous experiences of 
T`�LU[PYL�SPML�¹�ZH`Z�1VHUUH��¸0�
was so excited to connect with 
a group of people who really 
wanted to learn and were really 
appreciative of the opportunities 
PU�SLHYUPUN�¹

Victoria Ladas 

:PUNSL�TV[OLY�VM�VUL��=PJ[VYPH��
grew up in Greece and came to 
Australia at 21 with a diploma 
in fashion. She spent the next 
ML^�`LHYZ�[YH]LSSPUN�IHJR�HUK�
MVY[O��¸0�Q\Z[�KPK�UV[�RUV^�^OLYL�
T`�OLHY[�^HZ¹��ILMVYL�ZL[[SPUN�
permanently in Australia. 

=PJ[VYPH�JHTL�[V�[OL�TPJYV�
I\ZPULZZ�JV\YZL�HM[LY�H�SVUN�
period out of the workforce 
spent caring for her son and 
elderly parents. She started 
mentoring students in a sewing 
group through a TAFE outreach 
program and discovered a 
passion for assisting others 
in developing their skills. 
When Tonya approached 
=PJ[VYPH»Z�Z[\KLU[Z�HIV\[�[OL�
TPJYVI\ZPULZZ�JV\YZL��=PJ[VYPH�
asked if she could do it. 

¸;OL�ÄYZ[�KH`�^HZ�]LY`��]LY`�
X\PL[�¹�=PJ[VYPH�ZH`Z��¸*VTL�[OL�

[OPYK�KH`��P[�KPK�UV[�Z[VW�HUK�^L�
OH]LU»[�Z[VWWLK�[HSRPUN�ZPUJL�¹�
=PJ[VYPH»Z�KYLHT�PZ�[V�OVSK�
sewing classes all around 
:`KUL`�HUK�KL]LSVW�H�SHILS�MVY�
eveningwear and custom-made 
leather goods.

“The course gives women like 
T`ZLSM�H�ZLJVUK�JOHUJL���0[�
gives us a space and a place 
^OLYL�^L�JHU�IL�V\YZLS]LZ�
share that common thread. We 
YHPZLK�MHTPSPLZ��^L�THKL�H�NYLH[�
KLHS�VM�ZHJYPÄJL�HUK�UV^�P[»Z�
time to look after ourselves. And 
^L�ULLK�[OH[�[V�KL]LSVW"�[V�IL�
good mums and 
decent people in 
[OL�JVTT\UP[`�¹

Colleen 
Moutsos 

Former legal 
secretary and 
TV[OLY�VM�[^V��
*VSSLLU��PZ�
Q\Z[�HIV\[�[V�
SH\UJO�OLY�^LIZP[L�ZLSSPUN�NPM[Z�
HUK�QL^LSSLY`�VUSPUL��¸0�Q\Z[�
SV]L�OHUKJYHM[PUN�HUK�ÄUKPUN�
ILH\[PM\S�QL^LSSLY`�WPLJLZ�[V�
ZOHYL��0»K�ILLU�[OPURPUN�HIV\[�
doing something for myself 
MVY�HIV\[�ZP_�`LHYZ�¹�ZOL�ZH`Z��
“The course just gave me the 
JVUÄKLUJL�[V�[HRL�[OL�WS\UNL�¹

“The teachers have put together 
this really interesting package 
[OH[»Z�]LY`�PU[LYHJ[P]L�HUK�
WLYZVUHSPZLK��0[»Z�VRH`�[V�[HSR�
HIV\[�[OL�IHK�Z[\Ɉ�HZ�^LSS�HZ�[OL�
NVVK�HUK�P[»Z�UV[�V]LYS`�MVYTHS�¹�
ZOL�ZH`Z��¸0�[OPUR�P[»Z�L]VS]PUN�MVY�
[OL�[LHJOLYZ�[VV��ZV�[OL`�JOHUNL�
things or see where the gaps are 
HUK�YLZWVUK�[V�[OH[�¹

Having grown up in multicultural 
,HYS^VVK��[OL�JV\YZL�OHZ�NP]LU�
Colleen a whole new perspective 
VU�OLY�SVJHS�JVTT\UP[`"�¸0»T�
SLHYUPUN�ZV�T\JO�HIV\[�[OLZL�
^VTLU"�^OLYL�[OL`�JVTL�MYVT��
what drives them and shapes 
[OLT��0�[OPUR�[OL`»YL�SLHYUPUN�H�
SV[�MYVT�TL�HZ�^LSS�¹
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New Community Education and 
Training Website launched

�

;OL�^LIZP[L�^HZ�KL]LSVWLK�HZ�
part of a partnership project with 
5,:(��[OL�LTWSV`TLU[�ZLY]PJLZ�
WLHR�IVK`��0[Z�HPT�PZ�[V�OLSW�
1VI�:LY]PJLZ�(\Z[YHSPH�WYV]PKLYZ�
identify those ACE providers who 
VɈLY�HJJYLKP[LK�[YHPUPUN�MVY�QVI�
seekers. 

0[»Z�PU[LUKLK�[V�IL�\ZLK�HZ�H�
partner to our Find A Course 
^LIZP[L·^OPJO�PUJS\KLZ�HSS�
providers of adult community 
education.

5V[�MVY�WYVÄ[�*VTT\UP[`�
Education and Training providers 
VɈLY�H�^PKL�YHUNL�VM�HJJYLKP[LK�
JV\YZLZ��JSHZZLZ�HUK�SLHYUPUN�
WYVNYHTZ�[V�QVI�ZLLRLYZ��
employers and community 
TLTILYZ�PU�[OLPY�SVJHS�HYLH�

;OL�UL^�^LIZP[L�WYV]PKLZ�H�
JVTWYLOLUZP]L�SPZ[�VM�UV[�MVY�WYVÄ[�
9;6Z�VɈLYPUN�JV\YZLZ�HUK�[HPSVYLK�
ZVS\[PVUZ�MVY�QVI�ZLLRLYZ�HUK�
others interested in developing 
their skills for work.

Each of the providers listed on 
[OL�^LIZP[L�PZ�H�TLTILY�VM�(K\S[�
Learning Australia. They share 
V\Y�TPZZPVU�VM�WYV]PKPUN�LX\P[HISL�
access to Lifelong and Lifewide 
Learning for All Australians.

Community Education and 
;YHPUPUN�WYV]PKLYZ�VY�9;6Z�NV�I`�
a wide variety of names including 
*VTT\UP[`�*VSSLNLZ��*VTT\UP[`�
3LHYUPUN�*LU[YLZ��3LHYU�3VJHS�
7YV]PKLYZ��5LPNOIV\YOVVK�/V\ZLZ��
WEAs and many more.

All have these three things in 
common:
��;OL`�WYV]PKL�HJJYLKP[LK�=,;�
X\HSPÄJH[PVUZ�
��;OL`�HYL�JVTTP[[LK�[V�SVJHS�
communities.
��;OL`�VɈLY�[OLPY�WYVNYHTZ�
in supportive adult learning 
environments.

Community Education and 
;YHPUPUN�WYV]PKLYZ�KVU»[�Q\Z[�
Z\WWVY[�QVI�ZLLRLYZ�[V�NHPU�ZRPSSZ�
MVY�^VYR��;OL`�VɈLY�JVTT\UP[`�
JVUULJ[PVUZ��ZVJPHS�Z\WWVY[�HUK�

Adult Learning Australia is 
proud to announce the launch 
VM�H�K`UHTPJ�UL^�^LIZP[L�
ZWLJPÄJHSS`�MVY�V\Y�UV[�MVY�
WYVÄ[�9LNPZ[LYLK�;YHPUPUN�
6YNHUPZH[PVU��9;6��TLTILYZ��

encouragement. They are also 
experts at tailored solutions 
delivered at your venue.

;OL�^LIZP[L�VɈLYZ�\WKH[LZ�
VU�SH[LZ[�UL^Z��H�TLTILYZ»�
forum and an easy search for 
your closest provider. 

Please take a look at the 
new website at www.
communityeducation.net.au
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Adult Learning Australia is holding its 52nd Annual National Conference 
hosted by Byron Region Community College.

Registrations for the 2012 National Conference are now open. 

Keynote speakers include:  

Alan Tuckett, President of the International Council for Adult Learning. 

Lyn Carson, Professorial Fellow with the School of Humanities and 
Communication Arts at the University of Western Sydney director of the new 

Democracy Foundation. 

Robin Shreeve, Chief Executive of Skills Australia. 

Professor Barry Golding, researcher in the School of Education,  
University of Ballarat and President Adult Learning Australia.  

Annie Kia, Resilience Coordinator at North Coast Health Promotion.

For more information and bookings contact ALA on 03 9652 0861 
or visit www.ala.asn.au/conference

2012 National ALA Conference
Lifelong Learning = Resilient Communities

)`YVU�)H`��5:>� 

11th and 12th October, 2012
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7YLZPKLU[�VM�(3(��
Professor Barry Golding 
^PSS�IL�VɈLYPUN�H�ºIPN�
WPJ[\YL»�]PL^�VM�HK\S[�
learning in Australia 
during his presentation 
H[�(3(»Z�UH[PVUHS�
conference next month. 
Quest speaks with him 
HIV\[�[OL�MHZJPUH[PUN�
HUK��H[�[PTLZ��
concerning trends he 
intends to discuss. 

In your presentation 
for the ALA 
conference, you will 
be drawing on two 
recent UK studies that 
provide fascinating 
insights into the links 
between lifelong learning and 
its importance over the life 
course as well as across the 
community. Can you give us 
some examples of these links?

(\Z[YHSPH�PZ��PU�T`�]PL^��PU�
desperate need of a wide-
ranging study of the case for 
lifelong learning. What we have 
tended to do as an adult learning 
community in Australia is react to 
a wave of government agendas 
[OH[�HYL�UV[�HS^H`Z�IHZLK�VU�
sound research and are not 
necessarily in tune with the social 
and demographic changes that 
make our case for fundamental 
reform of the existing system 
even stronger. 

The Learning Through Life study 
PU�[OL�<2�PU���� �LTWOHZPZLK�
the need to account for an ageing 
WVW\SH[PVU��PUJS\KPUN�[OL�ULLK�[V�
YLIHSHUJL�YLZV\YJLZ�PU�LK\JH[PVU�
across the life course and life 
Z[HNLZ��0[�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�LTWOHZPaLK�
the need to acknowledge that 
WLVWSL»Z�SLHYUPUN�ULLKZ�JOHUNL�
across these stages. Even a 

cursory examination of Australian 
government policies shows a lack 
of acknowledgement of the need 
for adults in mid-life to not only 
SVVR�MVY�HUK�KL]LSVW�^VYR�ZRPSSZ��
I\[�[V�KL]LSVW�ZRPSSZ�[V�SVVR�HM[LY�
[OLPY�MHTPSPLZ��HUK�PU�SH[LY�`LHYZ��
to learn to overcome the risk of 
ZVJPHS�PZVSH[PVU��Z[H`�OLHS[O`�HUK�
remain independent. 

“There has never been a 
more important time for 
ACE providers and peak 

body organisations to unite 
and communicate the 
value of their work.” 

0U�H�WHYHSSLS�]LPU��[OL�TVU\TLU[HS��
L]PKLUJL�IHZLK�Z[\K`�VM�TLU[HS�
JHWP[HS�HUK�^LSSILPUN�HZ�WHY[�
VM�[OL�<2�º-VYLZPNO[»�7YVQLJ[�PU�
������ZPTPSHYS`�PKLU[PÄLK�[OL�ULLK�
to account for the plasticity and 
YLJLW[P]P[`�VM�[OL�IYHPU�[OYV\NOV\[�
life; the multiple values associated 
with learning through life; the 
PUJYLKPISL�PTWVY[HUJL�MVY�IL[[LY�

understanding the 
L_[LU[�HUK�LɈLJ[Z�
(and huge costs 
HJYVZZ�SPML��VM�
mental health and 
ill-health and the 
impact of learning 
KPɉJ\S[PLZ�PM�[OL`�
HYL�PNUVYLK��0[Z�
main message is 
that learning is as 
T\JO��VY�TVYL��
HIV\[�^LSSILPUN�
[OHU�P[�PZ�HIV\[�
JVNUP[PVU��HUK�[OH[�
skills for work is 
only one reason 
to keep learning 

through life.

By contrast to 
the UK studies, the recent 
Australia’s country towns 2050 
report and Australia’s Skills 
and Workplace Development 
Needs Discussion Paper 
makes no mention of adult 
and community education. 
Why do you think is Australia 
is ‘dragging the chain’ with 
regards to understanding and 
valuing the importance of 
lifelong learning and its links to 
wellbeing?

Leesa Wheelahan recently 
VIZLY]LK��^OLU�JYP[PJPZPUN�[OL�
recent savage TAFE funding cuts 
PU�=PJ[VYPH��[OH[�NV]LYUTLU[Z�
in Australia are currently 
enamoured with markets ‘as 
[OL�ILZ[�^H`�[V�VYNHUPZL�ZVJPHS�
SPML��PUJS\KPUN�LK\JH[PVU�»�
There is a fundamental lack 
VM�\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�HIV\[�[OL�
social purposes and community 
ILULÄ[Z�VM�SLHYUPUN�PU�[OPZ�
market model. While paid work 
PZ�VUL�PTWVY[HU[�V\[JVTL��[V�
reduce education to a market 
where individuals only consume 
^OH[�[OL`�I\`�H[�^VYR��HUK�HYL�

Adult learning in Australia— 
The big picture

+Y�)HYY`�.VSKPUN��YPNO[��HUK�YLZLHYJO�JVSSLHN\L�
Dr Antonio Fragoso
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)HYY`�.VSKPUN��JLU[YL��^P[O�H�NYV\W�VM�-PUUPZO�TLU��V\[ZPKL�H�
O\U[PUN�SVKNL�PU�/PZ[PQHY]P��-PUSHUK��HZ�WHY[�VM�OPZ�JVSSHIVYH[P]L�
PU[LYUH[PVUHS�YLZLHYJO�PU[V�TLU»Z�SLHYUPUN�HUK�^LSSILPUN�

only encouraged to 
participate and learn 
while of working age is 
a very slippery slope. 

Most Australians 
recognise the 
importance of learning 
in other critically 
important parts of 
[OLPY�SP]LZ!�[V�IL�
happy to have an 
identity aside from 
work and to create 
multiple meanings 
across all life stages; 
[V�IL�HLZ[OL[PJ�HUK�
practice religion and 
culture; to participate 
in a democracy; 
[V�JVU[YPI\[L�[V�
the life of their 
JOPSKYLU��MHTPS`�HUK�
community; to stay 
well and keep others 
HYV\UK�[OLT�^LSS��0[�PZ�PTWVY[HU[�
for ALA to provide evidence 
to governments in Australia of 
[OL�PUJYLKPISL�]HS\L�VM�SLHYUPUN�
compared with its cost. A little 
spent on learning through the 
JVTT\UP[`�YLHWZ�O\NL�ZVJPHS��
MHTPSPHS�HUK�JVTT\UP[`�YL^HYKZ��
and saves on the huge cost 
of intervening with health and 
welfare services when things go 
wrong.

Education and training policies 
in Australia have a strong 
emphasis on market and skills-
based education. Is ‘wellbeing’ 
ZPTWS`�[VV�KPɉJ\S[�[V�TLHZ\YL&�
Should public policy be 
concerned with maximising the 
wellbeing of individuals?

0�HNYLL�[OH[�W\ISPJ�WVSPJ`�ZOV\SK�
IL�MVY�[OL�W\ISPJ�HUK�JVTT\UP[`�
NVVK��I\[�HT�UV[�Z\YL�P[�
ZOV\SK�Q\Z[�IL�MVY�PUKP]PK\HSZ��
HUK�JLY[HPUS`�UV[�Q\Z[�HIV\[�
work. When someone who is 
unemployed or withdrawn from 
the workforce re-enters the 
WHPK�^VYRMVYJL��[OL�ILULÄ[Z�
ÅV^�UV[�VUS`�[V�[OL�PUKP]PK\HS�
and the workforce (and to 

(\Z[YHSPH»Z�WYVK\J[P]L�JHWHJP[`��PU�
LJVUVTPJ�[LYTZ��I\[�HSZV�[V�[OL�
LJVUVTPJ�HUK�IYVHKLY�^LSSILPUN�
VM�WHY[ULYZ��MHTPSPLZ��JOPSKYLU�
HUK�JVTT\UP[PLZ��HZPKL�MYVT�
saving governments money on 
L_WLUZP]L�HUK�HJ\[L�W\ISPJ�OLHS[O�
and welfare interventions. 

“A little spent on learning 
through the community 

reaps huge social, familial 
and community rewards 
and saves on the cost of 
intervening with health 

and welfare services when 
things go wrong.”

Around one half of people of 
working age are unwell. Perhaps 
V\Y�W\ISPJ�WVSPJ`�VIQLJ[P]L�ZOV\SK�
IL�HSZV�HIV\[�LTWV^LYPUN�HK\S[Z�
to get and stay well. The idea 
[OH[�ZRPSSZ��WYVK\J[P]P[`�HUK�^VYR�
NV�OHUK�PU�OHUK�PZ�H[�ILZ[�VUS`�
partly true. Unless adults are 
happy and well at home and in 
[OL�JVTT\UP[`��HUK�[OPZ�PUJS\KLZ�
WLVWSL�HSYLHK`�PU�^VYR��L_[YH�ZRPSSZ�
NHPULK�MYVT�º[YHPUPUN»�TH`�UV[�
OLSW�HU`IVK`��PUJS\KPUN�PUK\Z[Y`��

We need to get 
IL`VUK�[OL�PKLH�
that everything 
PZ�HIV\[�ILPUN�
skilled to get 
into work. 
0UKLLK�VUL�OHSM�
of the working 
population has 
completed no 
formal training 
since school. 

What is 
Australia’s 
‘second tier’ 
education 
system that has 
ILLU�PKLU[PÄLK�
in the OECD’s 
PISA research? 

While our schools 
KV�IL[[LY�VU�[OL�

6,*+�7YVNYHT�VM�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�
:JOVVS�(ZZLZZTLU[��70:(��[OHU�
countries like the USA we are 
^LSS�ILOPUK�^VYSK�SLHKLYZ�PU�
LK\JH[PVU�SPRL�-PUSHUK��2VYLH�
and Canada and our tertiary 
system (higher education and 
;(-,��PZ�ZPTPSHYS`�ILSV^�ÄYZ[�[PLY��
Countries that do well in these 
international comparisons tend 
to have comprehensive ‘all of 
SPML»�LK\JH[PVU�Z`Z[LTZ��(ZPKL�
MYVT�[OL�YH^�YHURPUNZ��^L�HYL�
the only OECD nation whose 
70:(�YLZ\S[Z�OH]L�UV[�PTWYV]LK�
�HUK�PU�[OL�JHZL�VM�YLHKPUN��NVUL�
IHJR^HYKZ���

Meantime one third of the adult 
population has such limited 
SP[LYHJ`�ZRPSSZ��[OH[�[OL`�HYL�\UHISL�
to actively participate in modern 
society. These low literacy skills 
SPTP[�M\Y[OLY�[OL�HIPSP[`�VM�HK\S[Z�[V�
fully and productively engage in 
SPML�HUK�^VYR��>P[OV\[�KLSPILYH[L�
LK\JH[PVUHS�PU[LY]LU[PVUZ��THU`�
VM�[OLZL�SV^�ZRPSSZ�JHU�ILJVTL�
PU[LYNLULYH[PVUHS��4LHU[PTL��
HZ�[OL�(\Z[YHSPH»Z�:RPSSZ�HUK�
Workforce Development Needs 
+PZJ\ZZPVU�7HWLY��1\S`�������
W�����THRLZ�JSLHY��ºH�ZPNUPÄJHU[�
WYVWVY[PVU�VM�(\Z[YHSPH»Z�[V[HS�



 

J\YYLU[�SHIV\Y�MVYJL�PZ�SV^�ZRPSSLK�
HUK�TH`�IL�]\SULYHISL�[V�QVI�SVZZ�
during a recession or to age-
related displacement from the 
^VYRMVYJL�»

What does the ACE sector 
need do to promote greater 
understanding of the value of 
its work?

(ZPKL�MYVT�ILPUN�WH[JO`��
fragmented and sometimes 
unrecognised as a national 
ZLJ[VY��HZ�PU�[OL�+PZJ\ZZPVU�7HWLY�
YLMLYYLK�[V�HIV]L��HK\S[�HUK�
community education in all its 
MVYTZ�PZ�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�]\SULYHISL�
[V�H�ºZRPSSZ»�HUK�LU[P[SLTLU[�
IHZLK��YLHK�º\ZLY�WH`Z»���THYRL[�
driven policy agenda. There has 
UL]LY�ILLU�H�TVYL�PTWVY[HU[�
time for ACE providers and peak 
IVK`�VYNHUPZH[PVUZ�[V�\UP[L�HUK�
communicate the value of their 
^VYR��PUJS\KPUN�[OYV\NO�(K\S[�
3LHYUPUN�(\Z[YHSPH��[OL�UH[PVUHSS`�
YLJVNUPZLK�WLHR�IVK`��

0�ILSPL]L�^L�ULLK�H�UH[PVUHS�YLWVY[�
along the lines of the UK Learning 
;OYV\NO�3PML�YLWVY[��[OH[�JSLHYS`�
articulates the multiple values of 
SLHYUPUN�SPMLSVUN�HUK�SPML^PKL��HUK�
sets the agenda for improving the 
increasingly limited opportunities 
[V�SLHYU�H[�HU`�HNL��YLNHYKSLZZ�
VM�HZZL[Z�VY�PUJVTL��0M�[OL�(*,�
ZLJ[VY�HSZV�ILJVTLZ�H�THYRL[��
those who are typically already 
LK\JH[LK�HUK�LTWSV`LK�^PSS�IL�
HISL�[V�HɈVYK�[V�SLHYU��0M�W\ISPJ�
WYV]PZPVU�PZ�[V�ILJVTL�H�YLHSP[`��
we need to unite to convince 
governments at all levels of the 
cost savings aside from the 
L_WLUZL��7HYHSSLS�[V�[OPZ��^L�ULLK�
more emphasis on professional 
training and payment of adult 
LK\JH[VYZ��HZ�L_PZ[Z�PU�HSS�[VW�[PLY�
educational nations.

..........................

Upcoming 
Webinars

Managing the inclusive 
classroom 
 
21 September 2012 1.00pm 

7YLZLU[LY!�1\K`�)\JRPUNOHT

The days of educating learners 
^P[O�H�KPZHIPSP[`�PU�ZLNYLNH[LK�
settings are long gone. Today 
WLVWSL�^P[O�KP]LYZL�HIPSP[PLZ�
come together in mainstream 
learning environments. This shift 
in attitude around how people 
^P[O�KPZHIPSP[PLZ�ZOV\SK�IL�
educated has resulted in what is 
now referred to as an ‘inclusive 
JSHZZYVVT»�

0U�V\Y�UL_[�ZLZZPVU��1\K`�
Buckingham from the ACE 
+PZ(IPSP[`�5L[^VYR�^PSS�KPZJ\ZZ!

��[OL�PUJS\ZP]L�JSHZZYVVT
��[OL�PTWHJ[�VM�KPZHIPSP[`�VU���
   learning
��Z[YH[LNPLZ�[V�TLL[�[OLZL�ULLKZ
��ILOH]PV\Y�THUHNLTLU[
��\ZLM\S�SLHYUPUN�[VVSZ��PUJS\KPUN��
���JVSSHIVYH[P]L�SLHYUPUN��^VYRPUN�
   with support workers and    
assessment.

(*,�+PZ(IPSP[`�WYVTV[LZ�KPZHIPSP[`�
H^HYLULZZ�HUK�WYV]PKLZ�HK]PJL��
support and training in the Adult 
and Community Education 
sector.

2012 Adult Learning 
Australia Awards 

The 22nd Annual ALA Awards 
will be presented during the 
ALA National Conference 
Dinner to be held on 
Thursday Oct 11, 2012.

Individuals, organisations and 
communities will be awarded 
in the following categories:

Australian Adult Educator of 
the Year

Australian Community-based 
Adult Learning Provider of the 
Year

Australian Community-based 
Adult Learning Program of the 
Year 

Australian Indigenous 
Community Learning Provider 
of the Year

For more information: 
www.ala.asn.au 

Lifelong Learning 
= Resilient Communities

)`YVU�)H`��5:>� 
11th and 12th October, 2012

For booking information
contact ALA on 03 9652 0861 

or visit 
www.ala.asn.au/conference

2012 National
ALA Conference

Adult Learning Australia 
run regular professional 
KL]LSVWTLU[�^LIPUHYZ�MVY�
people who work in adult and 
community education. 

For guidelines on how to 
participate please visit our 
^LIZP[L�H[�www.ala.asn.au/
webinars/
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Quest speaks to two 
ACE organisations 
about the 
KYHTH[PJHSS`�KPɈLYLU[�
approaches they 
have taken to this 
issue. 

Sticking with print

“The WEA printed 
Course Guide is still the 
IPNNLZ[�THYRL[PUN�[VVS�[OL�
>,(�LTWSV`Z�¹�ZH`Z�*OHYSLUL�
+HYTHKP��4HYRL[PUN�4HUHNLY��
>,(��(KLSHPKL��¸>L�KV�H�WYPU[�
Y\U�VM�HYV\UK�� ������*V\YZL�
.\PKLZ�Ä]L�[PTLZ�H�`LHY��^OPJO�
totals two and a half million 
guides annually and takes 
\W�HYV\UK�����VM�V\Y�[V[HS�
THYRL[PUN�I\KNL[�¹

+HYTHKP�H[[YPI\[LZ�[OL�Z\JJLZZ�
VM�OLY�IYVJO\YLZ�[V�HU�L`L�
catching cover (“to ensure that it 
KVLZU»[�NL[�[OYV^U�V\[�^P[O�[OL�
Q\UR�THPS¹��HUK�JVTWYLOLUZP]L�
PUMVYTH[PVU�SPZ[PUN�JV\YZLZ��MLLZ�
and all other pertinent details. 

“Web enrolments always 
spike at the same time 

our Course Guide is 
distributed. So as long 
as we can still track this 
relationship, the printed 
Course Guide is likely to 

stay.”
While the WEA has not yet 
started using QR codes 
(something that is starting to 
IL�ZLLU�TVYL�JVTTVUS`�PU�
[OL�<:���[OL`�OH]L�PUJYLHZLK�
their use of learner stories and 
WOV[VZ�PU�[OL�N\PKL��IV[O�VM�
which particularly appeal to Gen 
Y learners. “Over the past four 
years or so the WEA has made a 
conscious decision to feature the 
WLVWSL�VM�[OL�>,(��IV[O�[\[VYZ�
HUK�Z[\KLU[Z�¹�ZH`Z�+HYTHKP��

¸>L�YLN\SHYS`�\ZL�X\V[LZ�MYVT�
Z[\KLU[Z��HUK�VU�VJJHZPVU�\ZL�
learner stories. “We always 
[Y`�[V�Ä[�PU�TVYL�WOV[VZ�HZ�P[�
generally helps the course it is 
HK]LY[PZPUN�¹

“The online Course 
.\PKL�OHZ�H�SHYNL�I\[�
secondary role at the 
>,(�¹�ZH`Z�+HYTHKP��
The majority of WEA 
enrolments are now 
done online. “While 
some people will use 
a direct search online 
HUK�LUYVS�[OH[�^H`��
we know that the 

printed guide is still the catalyst 
for these enrolments. So people 
are picking up their guide and 
ÅPJRPUN�[OYV\NO�P[�HZ�[OL`�LUYVS�

With the rapid rise of online marketing many 
adult education providers have begun to ask—
do we still need to produce a printed brochure? 
Trends from the US show that print brochures 
continue to out-perform the alternatives and 
encourage more frequent online purchasing, 
but many others believe that print brochures 

are a thing of the past.  

To print or not to print?
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something we were forced to 
KV��(�X\HY[LY�VM�H�TPSSPVU�KVSSHYZ�
^V\SK�OH]L�IHURY\W[LK�\Z�LHZPS`�
I`�UV^�¹

“The day of printed 
material is very limited. My 

only question has been; 
did we wait too long?” 

0[»Z�[VV�ZVVU�MVY�;YH`UVY�[V�
assess the outcome of the new 
HWWYVHJO��¸;OL�YLZ\S[Z�HYLU»[�
NVPUN�[V�IL�RUV^U�Z[YHPNO[�H^H`��
;V�KH[L�^L�HYL�TLL[PUN�I\KNL[�
[HYNL[Z��I\[�^L�HYL�UV[�V\[�VM�[OL�
^VVKZ�`L[�¹�OL�ZH`Z�

;YH`UVY�ILSPL]LZ�[OH[�[OL�WYPU[�
IYVJO\YL�^PSS�ZVVU�ILJVTL�H�
[OPUN�VM�[OL�WHZ[�¹�0M�`V\�^HU[�
[V�KV�H�JV\YZL��^OLYL�KV�`V\�
start? The answer is usually 
[OL�PU[LYUL[��;OH[»Z�^OLYL�[OL�
YLZLHYJO�WYVJLZZ�ILNPUZ��;OL�
day of printed material is very 
SPTP[LK��4`�VUS`�X\LZ[PVU�OHZ�
ILLU"�KPK�^L�^HP[�[VV�SVUN&¹

;YH`UVY»Z�IVSK�Z[LW�OHZ�ILLU�
met with great interest from 
[OL�IYVHKLY�ZLJ[VY!�¸ILJH\ZL�
everyone knows how much it 
JVZ[Z�[V�WYVK\JL�H�IYVJO\YL�¹�

they printed a small course 
overview designed to drive 
WLVWSL�[V�[OL�^LIZP[L�MVY�M\Y[OLY�
KL[HPSZ��¸6\Y�^LIZP[L�KLSP]LYZ�
����TPSSPVU�WHNL�]PL^Z�WLY�`LHY�
HUK�PZ�[V[HSS`�K`UHTPJ��;OH[»Z�[OL�
place where we expect people 
[V�IL�JVUULJ[PUN�^P[O�\Z�¹�ZH`Z�
Traynor.

;OL�V[OLY�ZPNUPÄJHU[�JOHUNL�
is that they have moved from 
a four-term year to a rolling 
WYVNYHT��¸0[»Z�WHY[S`�HIV\[�
TV]PUN�[V�KPNP[HS�TLKPH��I\[�
P[»Z�HSZV�HIV\[�TLL[PUN�I\`LY�
KLTHUK�¹�L_WSHPUZ�;YH`UVY��¸6\Y�
JVYL�ZOVY[�JV\YZL�I\ZPULZZ�PZ�
ILPUN�L[JOLK�H^H`�I`�UPJOL�
WYP]H[L�WYV]PKLYZ��Z\JO�HZ�SVJHS�
yoga centres. Part of the reason 
MVY�SVZPUN�[OL�IYVJO\YL�PZ�[V�
YLK\JL�[OL�PUÅL_PIPSP[`�VM�[OL�
WYVNYHTZ�^L»YL�VɈLYPUN��7LVWSL�
KVU»[�SPRL�[V�^HP[�HYV\UK��;OL`�
KVU»[�^HU[�[V�IL�SVJRLK�PU[V�H�
MV\Y�[LYT�`LHY�¹

(�RL`�MHJ[VY�ILOPUK�[OLZL�
JOHUNLZ�OHZ�ILLU�[OL�KYHTH[PJ�
downturn in all enrolments and 
[OL�V]LYHSS�]PHIPSP[`�VM�[OL�*VSSLNL�
P[ZLSM��¸>L�JV\SKU»[�JVU[PU\L�
KVPUN�I\ZPULZZ�PU�[OL�ZHTL�
^H`�¹�ZH`Z�;YH`UVY��¸>L�KPKU»[�
[HRL�[OPZ�VU�SPNO[S`�I\[�P[�^HZ�

V]LY�[OL�^LI��>LI�LUYVSTLU[Z�
always spike at the same time 
V\Y�JV\YZL�N\PKL�PZ�KPZ[YPI\[LK��
So as long as we can still track 
[OPZ�YLSH[PVUZOPW��[OL�WYPU[LK�
*V\YZL�.\PKL�PZ�SPRLS`�[V�Z[H`�¹

Moving to digital

¸>L�^LYL�SLHKLYZ�PU�IYVJO\YL�
KLZPNU�HUK�KPZ[YPI\[PVU�MVY�H�
SVUN�[PTL�¹�ZH`Z�.HYY`�;YH`UVY��
7YPUJPWHS��:`KUL`�*VTT\UP[`�
*VSSLNL��:**���¸>L�WYVK\JLK�H�
course guide four times a year 
with individual photo shoots for 
LHJO�[LYT��0[�^HZ�JVZ[PUN�\Z�
���������HUU\HSS`�¹

4PK^H`�SHZ[�`LHY��:**�[VVR�[OL�
KLJPZPVU�[V�[V[HSS`�HIHUKVU�[OL�
printed course guide and move 
to a weekly email newsletter. 
“The production of the print 
N\PKL�ILJHTL�H�Q\NNLYUH\[�
PU�P[ZLSM�¹�ZH`Z�;YH`UVY��¸HUK�P[�
UHPSLK�`V\�KV^U�[V�H�ZWLJPÄJ�
[PTLMYHTL��6UJL�`V\»]L�WYPU[LK�
ZVTL[OPUN�^P[O�KH[LZ��P[»Z�Z[H[PJ��
@V\�JHU»[�Ä_�P[�PM�[OPUNZ�JOHUNL�¹�
Traynor likens it to owning a 
:\WLYTHYRL[��¸0THNPUL�JSVZPUN�
[OL�KVVYZ�MVY�Ä]L�^LLRZ�^OPSL�
`V\�Z[VJR�[OL�ZOLS]LZ�¹�OL�ZH`Z��

([�[OL�ILNPUUPUN�VM�[OL�`LHY�

0THNL�MYVT�[OL�:`KUL`�*VTT\UP[`�JVSSLNL�^LIZP[L
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Denis Binnion 
ILJHTL�PU]VS]LK�
in adult education 
PU�[OL�� ��Z�
teaching evening 
classes in history 
for the University 
of Adelaide 
and the South 
(\Z[YHSPHU�0UZ[P[\[L�
of Technology. He 
joined the WEA in 
� � �HZ�H�JV\YZL�
programmer in 
SHUN\HNL�HUK�SPILYHS�
studies. 

>OPSZ[�*,6��+LUPZ�
LZ[HISPZOLK�>,(�
;YH]LS��H�SPJLUZLK�
travel agency that 
OHZ�ILLU�JVUK\J[PUN�
Australian and 
overseas study 
tours for 24 years.  
He has personally 
led dozens of 
group tours with up 
to 40 participants at a 
[PTL�[V�0UKPH��:YP�3HURH��,N`W[��
*HUHKH��7LY\��(YNLU[PUH��*OPSL�
HUK�5L^�ALHSHUK�HUK�IYPUNZ�
H�IHJRNYV\UK�PU�JYVZZ�J\S[\YHS�
studies and history to his work 
and travel. 

+LUPZ�OHZ�ZH[�VU�[OL�4PUPZ[LY»Z�
Advisory Council on ACE and 
the South Australian ACE 
Council. He was an ALA national 
IVHYK�TLTILY�YLWYLZLU[PUN�
South Australia for a short time 
and was active in the South 
(\Z[YHSPHU�IYHUJO�MVY����`LHYZ��0U�
his retirement he still leads WEA 
overseas study tours and runs 

regular one day and weekend 
historical tours of rural areas in 
South Australia. 

8\LZ[�YLÅLJ[Z�^P[O�+LUPZ�VU�OPZ�
career in adult education:

South Australia has one of 
the strongest ACE sectors 
in the country? What do you 
think has contributed to its 
development?

South Australia is fortunate in 
[OH[�[OL�>,(�OHZ�ILLU�H�THQVY�
WYV]PKLY�VM�(*,�ZPUJL�ILMVYL�
� ����7LYOHWZ�ILJH\ZL�VM�[OL�

example of the WEA 
many other smaller 
WYV]PKLYZ�OH]L�ILLU�
RLLU�[V�LU[LY�[OL�ÄLSK���
:V��PU�VUL��ZLUZL�[OL�
WEA has provided 
a good example of 
^OH[�JHU�IL�HJOPL]LK�
with relatively limited 
resources provided 
you have community 
support and interest. 
0U�HUV[OLY�ZLUZL��
the WEA has had 
a nurturing role in 
providing support 
to new groups and 
access to tutors. 
The state and local 
governments have 
HSZV�ILLU�Z[YVUN�
in partially funding 
and encouraging 
ULPNOIV\YOVVK�OV\ZLZ�
HUK�ULPNOIV\YOVVK�
or regional level 
provision. 

WEA is the largest 
UV[�MVY�WYVÄ[��UVU�NV]LYUTLU[�
adult education organisation 
in Australia with around 35,000 
course enrolments annually. 
What can others in the sector 
learn from its success? What 
has it done so well? 

;OL�>,(�JLSLIYH[LZ�P[Z�
JLU[LUHY`�PU�������;V�Z\Y]P]L�
for so long it has always had 
[V�OH]L�H�ÅL_PISL�HWWYVHJO�[V�
JOHUNPUN�JVUKP[PVUZ�VM�M\UKPUN��
educational needs and social 
HZWPYH[PVUZ��0[�OHZ�JVUZ[HU[S`�
changed with the times.  

*VU[PU\LK�WHNL���

Long serving CEO of WEA honoured 
on Queen’s birthday list

 The WEA in Adelaide is one of Australia’s most successful ACE 
organisations and Denis Binnion was at its helm for almost 

20 years. This June, he was made a member for the Order of 
Australia in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list.

Dr Dennis Binnion AM
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ALA welcomes Ursula Stephens

<YZ\SH�OHZ�ILLU�H�
Senator for NSW 
since 2001 and 
Parliamentary 
Secretary for Social 
0UJS\ZPVU�HUK�[OL�
=VS\U[HY`�:LJ[VY�
ZPUJL�������)LMVYL�
LU[LYPUN�WHYSPHTLU[��
she was involved in 
adult and community 
LK\JH[PVU��HM[LY�
training as a primary 
and special education 
teacher.  Her passions 
are community 
KL]LSVWTLU[��HK\S[�
and community 
LK\JH[PVU��ZVJPHS�
justice and 
LU]PYVUTLU[HS�PZZ\LZ��
HUK�ZOL�OHZ�ILLU�
actively involved in 
grassroots movements 
in these areas in 
Australia for more than 
���`LHYZ��

Thank you for becoming an 
Ambassador for Adult Learning 
Australia. What do you hope to 
bring to the role?

;OHUR�`V\�MVY�PU]P[PUN�TL·0»T�
very honoured.

-PYZ[�0�^HU[�[V�JOHTWPVU�[OL�]HS\L�
of lifelong learning. Not just for 
VSKLY�WLVWSL��I\[�MVY�HSS�VM�\Z��>L�
live in such a rapidly changing 
world—not long ago few of us 
OHK�OLHYK�VM�;^P[[LY�VY�-HJLIVVR��
now its adult Australians who are 
the largest users of social media.  
So we can only try to imagine the 
^VYSK�^L»SS�IL�SP]PUN�PU�PU������HUK�
the new skills and knowledge that 
^L»SS�ULLK�

0�^HU[�[V�IL�HISL�[V�TLL[�^P[O�
some of the people who are really 

THRPUN�H�KPɈLYLUJL�PU�HK\S[�
learning in Australia. We have 
NYLH[�WYHJ[P[PVULYZ��YLZLHYJOLYZ�
HUK��VM�JV\YZL��HK\S[�SLHYULYZ�
^VYRPUN�X\PL[S`�H^H`��HUK�0»T�
looking forward to the chance to 
Z\WWVY[�HUK�HɉYT�[OLPY�^VYR�

You’ve had a long-held passion 
for adult and community 
education and served on the 
board of Southern Region 
Community College for many 
years. What initially attracted 
you to the sector? What has 
kept you there?

-\UKHTLU[HSS`��0�YLHSS`�LUQV`�
SLHYUPUN�UL^�[OPUNZ��0�SV]L�
[OVZL�¸HO�OH¹�TVTLU[Z�^OLU�
[OL�WLUU`�KYVWZ��VY�^OLU�0�
THUHNL�[V�WYVK\JL�H�YLHZVUHISL�
WH[JO^VYR�LɈVY[��VY�H�UL^�

YLJPWL��VY�^YP[L�H�
UL^�ZOVY[�Z[VY`��0»]L�
always promoted 
learning circles and 
VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�ILJH\ZL�
P[»Z�[OYV\NO�ZOHYPUN�HUK�
learning that we grow 
as people and discover 
[OH[�[OL�^VYSK�PZU»[�HSS�
HIV\[�\Z��I\[�HIV\[�
YLSH[PVUZOPWZ��UL[^VYRZ�
and the friendships that 
can sustain us in tough 
times.

0�LUQV`�ZOHYPUN�[OH[�
sense of achievement 
and encouraging 
V[OLYZ�[V�ÄUK�[OL�NYLH[�
pleasure in learning 
[OH[�0�NL[�

0�ILJHTL�PU]VS]LK�PU�
community education 
PU�[OL�� ��Z��0�^HZ�
teaching in Tennant 
Creek and studying 
special education. 

([�[OL�ZHTL�[PTL��^L�OHK�[^V�
children attending the local 
community childcare centre 
HUK�0�ILJHTL�PU]VS]LK�PU�[OL�
committee. We had some 
KYHTHZ�HIV\[�H�ISVJRLK�KYHPU�PU�
[OL�JOPSKYLU»Z�[VPSL[Z�HUK�OHK�[V�
ÄUK�ZVTL�TVUL`�HUK�Z\WWVY[�[V�
get it sorted. At the time people 
KPKU»[�RUV^�^OLYL�[V�Z[HY[�HUK�0�
realised then the importance of 
I\PSKPUN�JHWHJP[`�PU�VYNHUPZH[PVUZ�
[V�IL�HISL�[V�SVII`��^YP[L�
Z\ITPZZPVUZ��M\UKPUN�WYVWVZHSZ�
etc. None of the Committee 
TLTILYZ�OHK�KVUL�[OH[�ILMVYL��
so we started searching for some 
guidance to help us do that and 
JV\SKU»[�ÄUK�T\JO�

Eventually we resolved the 
ISVJRLK�[VPSL[��I\[�[OL�V\[JVTL�
really was a short program 

Ursula Stephens and Greg Peat

 We are delighted to announce that Senator Ursula Stephens has 
agreed to join Adult Learning Australia as an Ambassador.
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H\ZWPJLK�I`�[OL�(Y[Z�*V\UJPS�MVY�
community groups on exactly 
those issues.

(IV\[����WLVWSL�JHTL�[V�[OL�
^VYRZOVW��;OH[�^HZ�[OL�IHZPZ�VM�
H�ÅLKNSPUN�JVTT\UP[`�SLHYUPUN�
program in Tennant Creek. 

>L»YL�ZV�S\JR`�PU�(\Z[YHSPH�[OH[�
we live in a society that values 
LK\JH[PVU�HUK�0�[OPUR�^L�T\Z[�
never lose sight of the fact that 
LK\JH[PVU�PZ�UV[�Q\Z[�HIV\[�ºZRPSSZ»�
for working—we also need to 
WYVTV[L�SLHYUPUN�MVY�SPML���-VY�TL��
that means promoting lifelong 
learning from the time young 
people are at school. Whenever 
0»T�]PZP[PUN�OPNO�ZJOVVSZ�0�YLTPUK�
Z[\KLU[Z�[OH[�[OLYL»Z�VUS`�ZV�
T\JO�[OH[�JHU�IL�JYHTTLK�
into a school curriculum—and 
the most important things are 
the skills that set them up for 
SLHYUPUN�HUK�SP]PUN�SPML�IL`VUK�
ZJOVVS���0�LUJV\YHNL�[OLT�[V�[Y`�
[V�IL�JYP[PJHS�[OPURLYZ��[V�YLHK�
^PKLS`��[V�[Y`�UL^�[OPUNZ�HUK�
to widen their circle of social 
JVU[HJ[Z�I`�NL[[PUN�PU]VS]LK�PU�
the community where they live.

0�YLTPUK�[OLT�[OH[�^L�OH]L�HU�
amazing life in Australia—that 
V[OLY�WLVWSL�HYLU»[�ZV�S\JR`��
and that we need to explore how 
other people live to understand 
(\Z[YHSPH»Z�WSHJL�PU�[OL�^VYSK��

So in the adult and community 
education space that 
TLHUZ�SLHYUPUN�HIV\[�HUK�
understanding changes that are 
happening in our world. Some 
of our learning will immediately 
relate to changing circumstances 
and what we might say is ‘our 
ULLK�[V�RUV^�»�([�V[OLY�[PTLZ�
[OV\NO��^L�ULLK�[V�UV\YPZO�V\Y�
ZV\SZ�HUK�LUYPJO�V\Y�SP]LZ�I`�
going outside a comfort circle 
and experiencing unknowns—
volunteering to support the 
OVTLSLZZ��VY�Z\WWVY[PUN�H�
community group that can 
ILULÄ[�MYVT�V\Y�L_WLY[PZL"�
cultural experiences that help us 

to understand the experiences of 
V[OLYZ��HUK�ZOHYPUN�V\Y�^PZKVT�
HUK�L_WLYPLUJLZ�^P[O�[OLT��ZV�
that they can understand more 
HIV\[�\Z���(K\S[�SLHYUPUN�PZ�
always a two-way street.

In Australia, some states have 
a much stronger ACE sector 
than others. What are the 
roles of the state and federal 
governments in strengthening 
ACE? Why do you think this 
has this not been approached 
more consistently across the 
country? 

0»]L�ZLLU�THU`�JOHUNLZ�PU�[OL�
way in which ACE is treated in 
my decades of involvement.  We 
have policies to ensure young 
people stay at school longer 
HUK�OH]L�NYLH[LY�JOVPJLZ��
PUJS\KPUN�]VJH[PVUHS�ZRPSSZ��
[OH[�H�NLULYH[PVU�HNV��^V\SK�
OH]L�ILLU�JH[LYLK�MVY�H[�;(-,�
or in a community college. 
We have had a generation of 
(\Z[YHSPHUZ�^OV�OH]L�ILLU�HISL�
to access higher education as 
TH[\YL�HNLK�Z[\KLU[Z��[OHURZ�
to the reforms of the Whitlam 
Government.  We have so 
many opportunities today 
for e-learning and workplace 
[YHPUPUN��:V��Z`Z[LTPJHSS`��[OL�
PU]LZ[TLU[�PU�(*,�OHZ�ILLU�PU�
two directions: second chance 
learning and formal support 
for those who need access to 
ZWLJPÄJ�]VJH[PVUHS�ZRPSSZ�HZ�
part of industry restructuring—
workplace learning.

What falls through the gaps 
is the notion of ‘learning for 
NYV^[O»·^OPJO�ILJVTLZ�HIV\[�
I\Z`�WLVWSL�ILPUN�HISL�[V�[HRL�
some time to do just that.  And 
that is no longer the purview of 
the formal education sector.

:V�UV^�^L»YL�ZLLPUN�[OL�
LTLYNLUJL�VM�H�]LY`�]PIYHU[�
TV]LTLU[�PU�[OL�4LU»Z�:OLKZ��
in heritage committees and 
OPZ[VYPJHS�ZVJPL[PLZ��PU�OLHS[O`�
HNLPUN�NYV\WZ��PU�NYHUKWHYLU[Z�

groups where adult learning 
principles underpin the work 
they do together. Environmental 
groups including Landcare are 
grounded in strong educational 
WYVNYHTZ��HZ�PZ�[OL�:,:��6\[�VM�
/VTL�*HYL��HUK�[OL�T`YPHK�VM�
health related support groups.

0U�THU`�^H`Z�^L»YL�ZLLPUN�
H�YL[\YU�[V�ZLSM�OLSW�NYV\WZ��
Z\WWVY[LK�I`�NV]LYUTLU[Z�H[�HSS�
levels. 

Why is it not supported 
consistently across Australia? 
0�[OPUR�(*,�PZ�Z[PSS�H�ºJVU[LZ[LK�
HYLH�VM�LK\JH[PVU»�HUK�
governments wrestle with the 
JOHSSLUNL�VM�^OLYL�ILZ[�[V�PU]LZ[�
W\ISPJ�TVUPLZ�MVY�[OL�NYLH[LZ[�
impact. The COAG decisions 
OH]L�ILLU�[V�PU]LZ[�PU�LHYS`�
learning and school education. 
;OH[�PZ�ILPUN�YLPUMVYJLK�I`�
[OL�.VUZRP�9LWVY[��^OPJO�OHZ�
highlighted the massive under-
investment in school education 
[OH[�ULLKZ�[V�IL�HKKYLZZLK�

(U�LHYS`�YLWVY[�HIV\[�[OPZ�PZZ\L�
PKLU[PÄLK�(*,�HZ�[OL�*PUKLYLSSH�
ZLJ[VY��0�[OPUR�MVY�(*,�[OL�
challenge is to rethink that 
perception; to take a strengths-
IHZLK�HWWYVHJO"�[V�THW�[OL�
SLHYUPUN�[OH[»Z�OHWWLUPUN�PU�
communities and to stimulate 
engagement in learning in new 
^H`Z��;OL�NV]LYUTLU[»Z�ZVJPHS�
inclusion agenda is one that 
focuses on engagement—the 
challenge for ALA is how to 
capture the social return on 
investment in adult learning 
and provide that information to 
decision-makers.

Welcome to ALA and we look 
forward to working with you.

;OHUR�`V\��0�SVVR�MVY^HYK�[V�
working with many in the sector 
to strengthen awareness of the 
work ALA does.
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“Just a very special person”
;YPI\[L�[V�1HJR�4J+VULSS

�������·��������
Are you a 

member of 
Adult Learning 

Australia?
)LJVTPUN�H�TLTILY�VM�

Adult Learning Australia is 
a fantastic way to support 

lifelong and lifewide learning 
across Australia. Annual 
TLTILYZOPW�ILULÄ[Z�

include:

���:\IZJYPW[PVU�[V�(3(»Z�
UH[PVUHS�X\HY[LYS`�
THNHaPUL��8\LZ[

���:\IZJYPW[PVU�[V�[OL�
(\Z[YHSPHU�1V\YUHS�VM�
Adult Learning

���,THPS�UV[PÄJH[PVU�
VM�UL^Z��L]LU[Z��
professional 
KL]LSVWTLU[�^LIPUHYZ�
HUK�Z\ITPZZPVUZ

���0U]P[H[PVUZ�HUK�
discounts to special 
events including 
the ALA national 
conference

���-YLL�HK]LY[PZPUN�VM�
QVIZ��L]LU[Z��[YHPUPUN�
resources and courses 
VU�V\Y�^LIZP[L�HUK�PU�
V\Y�W\ISPJH[PVUZ

���-YLL�\ZL�VM�[OL�
)SHJRIVHYK�*VSSHIVYH[L�
training room

0UKP]PK\HS��VYNHUPZH[PVU�
and concession 
TLTILYZOPWZ�HYL�
H]HPSHISL��-VY�MLLZ�HUK�
M\Y[OLY�KL[HPSZ�� 
please go to: 

www.ala.asn.au/join-now/

;OL�Z[HɈ�HUK�IVHYK�VM�(K\S[�
Learning Australia were deeply 
saddened to hear of the passing 
VM�MVYTLY�(3(�IVHYK�TLTILY�+Y�
1VOU�º1HJR»�4J+VULSS�VU�[OL���[O�
(\N\Z[������PU�7YHOYHU��
4LSIV\YUL�

)VYU���[O�-LIY\HY`�� ���PU�)LU-
KPNV��=PJ[VYPH��1HJR�^HZ�THKL�HU�
(^HYKLK�4LTILY�VM�HU�6YKLY�VM�
(\Z[YHSPH�PU��  ��MVY�OPZ�^VYR�PU�
lifelong learning.

1HJR�H[[LUKLK�<UP]LYZP[`�/PNO�
School and received his PhD in 
Physics from the University of 
4LSIV\YUL�PU�� ����(M[LY�ZL]LYHS�
Z[\K`�[V\YZ�[V�,\YVWL��OL�QVPULK�
[OL�WO`ZPJZ�Z[HɈ�H[�4VUHZO�<UP-
]LYZP[`��4LSIV\YUL��PU�� ����/L�
ILJHTL�[OL�-V\UKPUN�+PYLJ[VY�VM�
the Centre for Continuing Educa-
[PVU�PU�� ���

1HJR�^HZ�VUL�VM�[OL�MV\UKPUN�
MH[OLYZ�VM�[OL�<�(�4LSIV\YUL�HUK�
also co-founded the Australian 
<�(�6USPUL�(\Z[YHSPH�PU��  ��^P[O�
Dorothy Braxton and Rick Swin-
dell. 

¸/L»Z�SLM[�H�IYPSSPHU[�HK\S[�LK\-
JH[PVU�SLNHJ`�¹�ZH`Z�9PJR�^OV�
^VYRLK�JSVZLS`�^P[O�1HJR�\U[PS�
OL�ºYL[PYLK»�MV\Y�`LHYZ�HNV��¸/PZ�
JVU[YPI\[PVU�[V�HK\S[�LK\JH[PVU�^PSS�
WLYZPZ[�MVY�`LHYZ�¹

“He was just a very special per-
ZVU�¹�YLJHSSZ�MYPLUK�HUK�JVSSLHN\L��
+VYV[O`��¸>OLU�`V\�^LYL�VYNHUPZ-
PUN�H�JVUMLYLUJL��`V\�HS^H`Z�ZHPK�
º`V\»]L�NV[�[V�NL[�1HJR�»�¹

1HJR�^HZ�VU�[OL�IVHYK�VM�[OL�*(,�
�*VSSLNL�VM�(K\S[�,K\JH[PVU��HUK�
was instrumental in setting up an 
organisation for university and 
continuing education agencies—
The Standing Committee on Adult 
& Continuing Education in Higher 
Education.

1HJR�^HZ�]HS\LK�VU�[OL�(3(�
Board for his sharp mind that 
X\LZ[PVULK�JVUZ[P[\[PVUHS�TH[-
[LYZ�VU�H�U\TILY�VM�VJJHZPVUZ��
He primarily worked around 
VSKLY�WLYZVU»Z�ULLKZ�HUK�YLW-
resented seniors at a time when 
sectors were represented as 
)VHYK�TLTILYZ��

1HJR�^HZ�VU�[OL�)VHYK�^OLU�PU-
creased funding provided for the 
HWWVPU[TLU[�VM�[OL�ÄYZ[�,_LJ\-
tive Director of ALA. He retired 
MYVT�4VUHZO�<UP]LYZP[`�PU�� � �

1HJR»Z�V[OLY�H^HYKZ�PUJS\KLK�
-LSSV^�VM�[OL�0UZ[P[\[L�VM�7O`Z-
PJZ��<2���-LSSV^�VM�[OL�(\Z[YHSPH�
0UZ[P[\[L�VM�7O`ZPJZ�HUK�=PJL�
7YLZPKLU[��-LKLYH[PVU�VM�(\Z[YHS-
PHU�<UP]LYZP[`�:[HɈ�(ZZVJPH[PVUZ�
�� ��¶����

1HJR�THKL�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�JVU-
[YPI\[PVU�[V�HK\S[�LK\JH[PVU�PU�
=PJ[VYPH�HUK�(\Z[YHSPH��4HU`�
people from the sector count it 
a privilege to have known and 
worked with him.

/L�^HZ�[OL�T\JO�SV]LK�O\ZIHUK�
VM�>PU��MH[OLY�VM�2LU�HUK�9\ZZLSS�
and father-in-law of Colleen and 
3VYYHPUL��3V]LK�I`�ZL]LU�NYHUK�
children and six great grand 
children. 
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�*VU[PU\LK�MYVT�WHNL����

Perhaps change is the one 
constant! The WEA has always 
ILLU�MVJ\ZLK�VU�Z[\KLU[�ULLKZ�
and willing to experiment 
with new programs and new 
LK\JH[PVUHS�WYV]PZPVU��0[�OHZ�HSZV�
ILLU�^PSSPUN�[V�HKTP[�^OLU�UL^�
programs are not successful and 
[V�KYVW�[OLT�X\PJRS`��@V\�OH]L�[V�
IL�X\PJR�[V�YLZWVUK�HUK�HKHW[�PU�
ACE to survive.  

You also have to constantly 
experiment and make sure you 
OH]L�H�IYVHK�YHUNL�VM�WYVNYHTZ�
and activities so that as one 
area of provision declines you 
can expand some other area. 
@V\�OH]L�[V�RLLW�HIYLHZ[�VM�HSS�
social and community changes. 
The WEA has also managed its 
ÄUHUJLZ�^LSS"�ILLU�JHYLM\S�^P[O�
L_WLUKP[\YL�I\[�HSZV�JVTTP[[LK�
to advertising well and ensuring 
[OH[�P[�OHZ�[OL�ILZ[�LK\JH[VYZ�VY�
[\[VYZ�H]HPSHISL�

In your extraordinary career, 
what have you learnt about 
adult learning? Why are 
organisations like the WEA so 
important?

Adult learning can and does 
transform lives although for 
most people it just enriches 
[OLT��6]LY�[OL�`LHYZ�0�OH]L�ILLU�
amazed and pleased to see 
HK\S[�Z[\KLU[Z�WYVNYLZZ�[V�ILPUN�
adult educators or tutors where 
[OL`�ÄYZ[�Z[HY[LK�SLHYUPUN��0�OH]L�
seen people grow amazingly 
PU�JVUÄKLUJL�HUK�JOHUNL�[OL�
course of their lives through new 
JHYLLYZ��UL^�YLSH[PVUZOPWZ�VY�I`�
adopting a new world vision. This 
HIV]L�HSS�LSZL�PZ�[OL�YLHZVU�^O`�
ACE providers are so important 
in society. They give people a 
second chance or new hope and 
UL^�HZWPYH[PVUZ��(*,�PZ�HIV\[�
JOHUNL��[OL�M\[\YL��OVWL�HUK�
optimism.

“I have seen people grow 
HTHaPUNS`�PU�JVUÄKLUJL�HUK�
change the course of their 

lives through new careers, new 
relationships or by adopting a 
new world vision. This above 
all else is the reason why ACE 
providers are so important in 

society.”

8\LZ[�OHZ�H�YLHKLYZOPW�VM�V]LY������Z\I-
ZJYPILYZ�PU�(\Z[YHSPH�HUK�HYV\UK�[OL�^VYSK��HSS�
interested in adult and community education.  

/HSM��X\HY[LY�HUK�M\SS�WHNL�ZWHJL�H]HPSHISL�
Please contact ALA for further details.
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